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CUSTOM BOOTHS & BANQUETTES

We recognize that sometimes, a space requires a chair that is entirely unique; therefore, we are thrilled to say that 
beyond our portfolio, we also offer amazing custom options.

A smart design achieves functionality, a unique design expands the imagination; but, put those two concepts together 
and you achieve a clever design that is purposeful, significant, and is able to change and adapt according to the needs 
of a consumer. Customization makes a great design, truly exceptional. We are told to not go through life with a  
cookie-cutter approach. Instead, we are encouraged to take risks, to make mistakes, to gain experience, and to give 
attention to individual differences. That is how the world should approach the conceptualization of a space and the 
manufacturing process of furniture. 

Oftentimes, individuals say, “This sofa would be perfect if . . .” or “I love the look of this chair, but . . .” Customers 
should not have to settle for what they want, that is why Borgo has made it their priority to provide customization 
options to their clients. From a limitless choice of textile possibilities to dimension altercations, all orders are  
tailor-made for each customer. Home of two state of the art CNC machines, Borgo looks to control the manufacturing 
process in house. This offers their customers the quickest lead times and the ability to customize their order to meet 
their individual needs. When companies offer their clients personalization options, it can only strengthen the business 
to business relationship.
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CUSTOM BOOTHS & BANQUETTES

Project Name: .....................................................................................
E-mail: ...................................................................................................

LAY-OUT
Borgo lay-out to be sent via e-mail (file.dwg) * Please enclose drawing with dimensions or send .dwg file
Seats Required Per Booth / Banquette: .......................................................................................................................................................
Number of Booths / Banquette Required: .................................................................................................................................................
Booths / Banquette will be Placed in an:          Open Space          Against a Wall          Combination of Both

FLOOR TYPE
When floor anchors are requested, it is necessary to know the type of floor; it is not important to know the covering 
(wooden floor, linoleum, floor tile, marble) and the under-floor foundation.  
Typically, Borgo does not supply floor anchors.
     Concrete Thickness: ................................... Inches (cm)          Balcony          Wooden Platform
     Other: ....................................................................................................
Inform about the kind of covering of the floor:          Wall-to-Wall Carpet          Other: ..............................................................

SEAT ANGLE
     Flat
     Backward Slope

SEAT UPHOLSTERY FINISH
     Solid
     Tufted
     Channel: Vertical

BACK ANGLE
     Straight (90°)
     Reclined

BACK UPHOLSTERY FINISH 
     Solid
     Tufted
     Channel: Vertical
     Channel: Horizontal

BACK HEIGHT
     High Back (48”)
     Mid Back (36”)
     Low Back (32”)

OUTSIDE BACK
     Unfinished (against a wall)
     Finished (freestanding)
     Double (freestanding)

OPTIONS
     Power Source

WOOD STAIN (if applicable)
Color: ...........................................................

METAL COLOR (if applicable)
Color: ...........................................................

UPHOLSTERY (if applicable)
Manufacturer: ............................................
Pattern: ........................................................
Color: ...........................................................

DUAL-UPHOLSTERY (if applicable)
Manufacturer: ............................................
Pattern: ........................................................
Color: ...........................................................

APPLICATION
     Hospitality
     Corporate
     Healthcare
     Education
     Other: .....................................................

CONFIGURATION
     Straight
     Square Corner
     Curved
     Circular

RISER TYPE
     Fixed
     Removable

RISER STYLE
     Kickplate Box
     Wood Legs
     Metal Legs

Contact Name: ...........................................................................
Phone Number: ...........................................................................

* Please note that the above checklist is a general form and some options may not be available


